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honours the doctrine of his sraship, and we believe he
once or twice attended Christian places of worship."
R£mkrishna had no book-knowledge ; he .jnay he
sai4 to have been almost illiterate. But, observes
Prd&p Chandra Mazumcter,
"1! all his utterances could be recorded, they would form, a volume oi
strange and wonderful wisdom. If all his observations on men and
things, could be reproduced, people might think that the days of pro.
phecy, of primeval unlearned wisdom have returned. Bnt 'tis most
difficult to render his sayings into English. We here try to give some
stray bits :
 1.	So lowg as the bee ia outside the petals or tne lily, it baizes
and emits sounds,   But when it is inside tttt^ower, the sweetness hath
silenced the bee..  It drinks the ne&aOand forgets sounds, and forgets
itself.   So the man of devotion
 2.	Put your gkara (earthem pot) inside the brook of clear water.
There is bubbling, .there Is noise, as long as the vessel is empty.   Whca
it is full, the bubbling ceases, the*, disturbance ceases. " In the silence
<ind fulness the vessel lies in the depth of the. element.  So the
in devotio.
3.	Boil your sugar weil in a living and active fire.   A*
.here is earth and impurity in it the s.veet infusioa will smoke and sim-
mer. But when all impurity is cast oat, there is neither smoke norsoun<?
but the delicious crystalline fluid heaves itself in its unmixed worth,
and whether liquid or solid, 4s the delight of men and gods. Such is
the character of the men of faith.
4.	Through the stream of the troublous 1*orH I float a frail half-
sunk log of wood.   If men dome to hold by me to save their lives-* the
'result will be this : they will drown me without being able to save them*
selves.   Beware of gurus.
5.	Unshod, and with bare feet who venture to walk upon thorns and
sharp stones ?   Shod with faith in Had, what thorn or sharp stone can
<$.   Hold the po»c well driven into the ground with your hand, and
, ihen yon can quickly revolve round and round without falling.   Have
fatth in a fixed and strong principle, an4 then though your

